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Muskie Intended To  Be A Scientist
Didn't Plan
For Politics
By Bill Farley
Maine's Governor Edmund
Muskie told Campus editors
last Friday at the State House
that he hadn't intended to get
into polities when he was in
college.
In fact, Muskie said, he had started
out to be a scientist but in his junior
year switched to history and govern-
ment for a diplomatic career.
And it wasn't until he was offered
a scholarship to Cornell Law school,
the spring before graduation, that he
thought of going into law.
Before his junior year in college he
intended to enter a career in science.
"I did very well in math courses ...
and I was interested in biology and
physics. I hadn't, up to my sopho-
more year, decided upon any particu-
lar field of science, and by that time
had decided to shift anyway My
major became history and govern-
ment."
Muskie said that he had toyed with
the idea of entering the diplomatic
service, and he felt sure that he would
not practice law. He considered a law
degree to be a possible "stepping-
stone on the road to a diplomatic
career."
(Excerpts from the governor's
-tatements, and pictures of the
interview are on page eight.)
But after law school he set up prac-
tice for two years until he went on
active duty during World War II.
When he returned, he had to rebuild
his practice. With plenty of time on
his hands, Muskie decided to run for
the legislature. "At that time," the
governor said, "I can't say that I
planned a political career."
"However one term in the legisla-
ture led to a second and then to a
third...." After resigning from the
legislature in 1951 to become Director
of OPS for Maine., Muskie decided
that his political career was at an end.
"And 1 fully intended that," Muskie
added, smiling.
Sometime later Muskie broke his
back. While convalescing in the hos-
pital decided to devote himself to his
practice and to his family. "It is
interesting to note that it was less than
eight months after my discharge from
the hospital that I began to run for
governor." • 
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Robert McKown
Hauck Turns Down
Future In Politics
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, retiring
University President, issued a
statement yesterday concerning
his political future.
Dr. Hauck said, "After long
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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'Out Of This World' To Be
Winter Carnival Theme
242 Withdraw
Last Semester
A total of 242 students with-
drew or were dismissed from the
University last semester, accord-
ing to figures released by the reg-
istrar's office this week.
The freshman rank were thinned
by 79 withdrawals and 60 dismissals
accounting for over half of the total
leaving. The sophomore class suffered
29 withdrawls and 24 dismissals; the
junior class 24 withdrawls and 14
dismissals; and the senior class 7
withdrawls and 5 dismissals.
Losses by college are as follows:
technology 102 students; arts and
sciences 57; agriculture 49; and edu-
cation 34. Compared to the previous
two years, this year's total of 242 is
a decrease of five under the 1956 total
and an increase of 40 over the 1955
total.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Plan Polio Shots
Students can receive first and second
polio shots this week. Permission from
parents is required for students under
twenty-one for the first shot.
The inoculation schedule is as fol-
lows: A through K. Tuesday, Febru-
ary 25th: I. through Wednesday.
February 26th. from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
A charge of $1 will be made at the
time of the shot to cover the expense
of the serum.
Maine goes "Out of this World" this weekend with a Winter
Carnival science fiction fling.
Snow sculptures by the dormitories and fraternities will be
one of many activities planned to carry out the spacial theme of
the weekend.
Highlighting the social events of
the Winter Carnival will be the semi-
formal Intramural Ball Friday night,
with music by Mickey Sullivan. The
King and Queen will be crowned dur-
ing the dance from a field of eight
candidates.
To Elect King, Queen
Candidates for the Queen title are
Worthing Will Accept
Senate Resignations
By G. Coulombe and
Dirk Nadeau
Do-nothing Senators are going
to have a chance to resign. The
invitation was extended in the
closing minutes of Tuesday
night's meeting by Senate Presi-
dent Robert Worthing.
He gave the senators a severe "come-
uppance" in a speech which lashed
out against the Senate's inactivity and
pointed at legislators who sit on the
edge of their seats ready to bolt for
the exits.
Said Worthing, "The Senate has
never climbed out of its prize position
of being a 'do-nothing' senate." He
reminded senators that the group
would only amount to what they
wanted to make out of it.
(Continued on Page Four)
Margo Clark, Gail Carter. Marcia
Meade. and June Adams. King con-
testants are Richard Smart, Richard
Marshall, Robert NIcKolA n, and John
Hennings.
Voting will he held in the li-
brary- Thursday afternoon and
until 3 p.m. Friday. Students,
this year, will vote for both the
King and Queen.
Other social events planned include
an MOC-sponsored skating party at
the MOC rink Friday night, a ski
tog dance with Dick Kelso's band
following the Maine-Rhode Island
basketball game Saturday night, and
a Sunday afternoon variety show
called "Spacial Specialties" featuring
the Colby Eight. The Sunday pro-
gram will be held in the Stodder Hall
dining room.
Plan Athletic Events
The Friday afternoon intramural
athletic events include women's and
men's downhill and slalom at the
ski slope across the river. At the
same time, intercollegiate slalom and
downhill, with Maine, Bates, Bow-
doin, Colby, and the University of
New Brunswick participating, will
be held at Bald Mountain.
Saturday morning, varsity cross-
country will begin at 9:30. Intramural
events, a variety of ski and snowshoe
dashes, obstacle and novelty races,
will take place at the Women's .Ath-
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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Masque Cast Rehearses Censure Action
Tragedy Announced ByU-M RegistrarShakespeareanF i%e acts of Shakespeare's Richard
Ill are being pieced together at the
Little Theatre this week as the Maine
Masque continues with rehearsals on
its first Shakespearean tragedy since
1948.
The cast, being put through their
paces by director Herschel L. Bricker,
consists of Orono grammar and high
school pupils as well as University
students.
Besides principals announced by
Bricker last week, the following will
have roles in "Richard":
Stephanie Lee Small. Barbara
Toulouse, Carol Quigg, ladies in wait-
ing: George Hawes, Earl Rivers; Fred-
eric Varricchio. first murderer; Ed-
ward Hall. second murderer; Charles
Micciche, tower keeper.
William Hanson. king Edward IV;
Michael Bukanc. Archbishop of Can-
terbury; Emery Turmel, Lord Mayor
of London; Everett Sanborn. John
Morton. Bishop of Ely; William H.
Maguire, Sir Thomas Vaughn.
Franklin Weston, Lord Love];
Laurel Hoyt, Lady Margaret; James
Beedy, Sir Christopher Urswich.
priest; Vernon Howard. Lord Oxford:
Jan AdImam Sir James Blunt.
George Stoddard. Sir Walter Her-
bert; David Robinson, Earl of Surrey:
William Johnson. Sir William Bran-
don; John Goodman. Duke of Nor-
folk; Ernest Howards, Michael DoIley,
Edward Dunne, officers. .
The Masque will present two per-
formances of Richard Ill in addition
to the regularly scheduled stagings.
"Richard" will open Tuesday (March
18) instead of the usual Wednesday
evening. There will also he a matinee
Saturday. March 22.
Good coordination in the division
of agriculture of the University of
Maine results in discoveries made by
research workers being taught at once
to resident students and being carried
quickly to farmers and homemakers
by the Extension Service.
Disciplinary action taken by
the University so far this year
has amounted to one dismissal
and 23 censures, according to
figures released by George H.
Crosby, University registrar.
Las: year at the same time 38 stu-
dents had been placed on censure.
According to Crosby. most of the
censures involved infractions of the
liquor rules. Other reasons for disci-
plinary action were not released.
Students under censure are ineligi-
ble to represent the University in
intercollegiate events. They are un-
able to hold campus offices or partici-
pate in any activities other than intra-
mural sports. According to Crosby.
they are "under a cloud."
All disciplinary action is handled
by the Committee on Discipline, a
sub-committee of the Committee on
Administration.
Western Electric's new TUITION REFUND PLAIN
can help you continue your studies while launching an
exciting career
Under the new plan. Western
Electric w refund tuition costs
for after-hours study at graduate
or undergraduate level, to a max-
imum of S250 each year.
Say, for example, that you qual-
ify for a career at Western Elec-
tric in one of many rewarding
phases of telephony — electronics.
development engineering, design,
manufacturing production, plant
engineering, or some other. You
may be eligiHe for financial as-
sistance to help defray the cost of
graduate or other study from the
very first day. Choose engineer-
ing. science or any course that is
appropriate to your job or that
adds to your ability to accept
greater res?onsibility, and the
Company will refund to you up to
$250 a year for tuition.
Pus values, like the new Tui-
tion Relur.d Plan, give Western
Ele:tric encineers many oppor-
tunities that others neser have.
There's specialized training both
in the classroom and on the job
... a formal program of advanced
eiveineering study that includes
fu:1-time, off-job courses of up to
1,1 weeks' duration . . . a retire-
meat and benefit program that's
one of the best known and most
li:‘eral in industry ... low-cost life
insurance that would appeal to
an:. man with his eye on the fu-
ture. And of paramount import-
ance is the chance to work along-
side top men in the field of
communications.
There's a good deal more for
which there isn't space here. Why
not write us or contact your place-
ment office to schedule an inter-
view when Bell System represen-
tatives visit your campus.
As one of us, you'd help engi-
neer the manufacture. distribu-
tion or installation of the equip-
ment needed for the nationwide
communications network of 49
million Bell telephones.
JOHN MORAN, who joined Western Electric's engineering staff at the Kearny, N. J.
Works recently, is now studying for his M.S.M.E. under the new Tuition Refund Non.
Western Electric expects to refund the tuition for John's graduate stay at t;ne
Newark College of Engineering this year.
Here where transistors were
first developed for production:
where repeaters for the new trans-
atlantic telephone cable were
tailor-made — there's a constant
need for new products and new
processes. Two-thirds of the
equipment we make today for the
Bell telephone companies is of
types that have been deveioped
since World War II.
Besides telephone work. West-
ern Electric—over the years—has
been responsible for a continuous
flow of defense jobs lor the gov-
ernment such as the Nike guided
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY
missile system and the DEW Line.
There's plenty of room for ad-
vancement ... whatever your fie:d
of specialization. So — whether
you'd he helping with our
phone job. or working on a major
defense project like guided mis-
sile systems—with Western Elec-
tric you can expect to grow!
For your copy of our Car:2,w
Tuition Refund Plan booklet ',fad
additional information about
Western Electric write: Coi'ege
Relations, Room 1111E. Wester'
Electric Company, 195 Brou.:-
way, New York 7, N. Y.
UNIT OF THE SILL SYSTEM
Manufacturing iocations at Chicago an Decatur, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; BalUrnore. Md.; Indianapolis. Ind.; Allentown and Laureldelx. P,Burlington. Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo. N. Y. North Andoirer, Miss.; Lincoln and Omaha. Neb St Paql and Ou'uth, M,nnKansas City, Kan.; Columbus, Ohio and Oklahoma City, Okla. Distribution Centers in 32 cities. Installation headquarters in 16General headduartets: 195 Broadway, New Fork, N. Y. Also Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, lii. and Little Rock, Ark.
a.
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NIGHT WATCH—Long after daily activities have ceased, alterlights have been extinguished in e'er. window, after all good stu-dents are tucked into their warns beds—the job of the snow -
removal crew continues. (Photo by Bannint!1
Grady To Speak Before
Public Management Club
Gerald Grady. assistant professor of
government, will speak on "Concre .s
—Fact versus Fiction" at the Public
Management Club on Friday. Febru-
ary 21.
Grady is the editor of the Maine
Managers Newsletter, and vice chair-
man of the Platform Committee of
the Maine Democratic Party. The re-
cipient of the American Political Sci-
ence Association Congressional Fel-
lowship in 1956 he spent a year in
Washington. D. C., working with
Senators and Congressmen while
study ing the work of the national
legi,1 !tor.
The Public Management Club v.
he hosts to the town and city manage'. 
ofCentral Maine at this meeting to he
held in the women's lounge of the
Union at 3:30 p.m.
In the evening a round table discus-
sion will he held for public manage-
ment students and their wives or
-What the Young Manager and His
Wife Should Know."
A business meeting of the Central
Maine Manager's Association will be
held at 5 p.m. followed by a dinner at
6:15 in Estabrooke Hall where the
annual scholarship award will be
rick.
Graduate Is Fuel Expert
A University of Maine graduate.
Charles E. Bartley. is president of the
company which developed the fuel
recently used to send America's satel-
lite into outer space.
Bartley is a Greenville native and
was graduated from the University in
1943 with a B.S. degree in engineer-
ing physics.
After graduation from the Univer-
sity. Bartley was employed in the jet
propulsion laboratory at the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology in Pasa-
dena. It was there that he achieved
his first successes in the development
of the powerful solid propellant rock-
et fuels.
In 1951 he joined the Grand Cen-
tral Aircraft Company and was in-
strumental in forming the rocket di-
vision of the firm. In August, 1954,
the rocket division was made a sep-
arate company under its present
name. and Bartley was named presi-
dent.
Mrs. Bartley, the former Heler.
Hauck. is a niece of President and
Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck. She grad—
ated from the University of Main: r.
1943.
- -
Off-Campus Men
Elect New Senators
OFF-CAMPUS SENA I ORS
The Off-Campus men have elected
three new Senators which gives the
organization its 10 representatives in
the Senate.
Two of the new members are Cal-
vin A. Canney and John B. Churchill
The name of the third member WI,
unknewn to Campus at the date of
publication.
KIMBALL & MARCHO
TEXACO STATION
53 Main St.
ORONO, ME.
TIRES, BATTERIES, & ACCESSORIES
Tel. 6-4412
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Canterbury Club will hold regular
Sunday.' services. There will be a
-tries of five lectures on the Gospels
uesday nights at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
:45 Morning Prayer and Holy Corn-
-lunion. and at 7 p.m. Wednesday
"%ening Prayer and Inquirers Class.
Friday at 6:45 Morning Prayer and
-foly Communion. All activities will
-e held at Canterbury Club on Col:ege
enue.
Hillel will hold regular Sabbath
. veiling services Friday at 5 p.m. in
ne Louis Oakes Room of the Library.
saturday. March I. there will be a
Sabbath Morning Service at Rabbi
Elefant's home. Wednesday. March 5.
:he Feast of the Purim Service will be
-.eld at Rabbi Elefant's home. Sun-
.ay. March 23. the Model Passover
Seder will be held at 6 p.m. in the
Newman Hall will hold regular
Sunday morning Masses at 7:45, 8:45.
:45. 10:40, and 11:30. Benediction
..;11 he held Sunday evening at 7 p.m.
Neekday Masses will be held at 6:45
...m. and 5:15 p.m.
Saturday Masses are at 8 a.m. and
. Maine. Februar 20. 1958
Faith Groups Announce
Spring Semester Plans
The University's four Faith groups have announced their pro-
for the Spring semester. Programs will include worship
discussion groups, and social activities.
5:15 p.m. Confessions on Saturday
are from 4-5 and 7-8 p.m.
Friday Stations of the Cross are at
7 p.m.
M.C.A. will hold Sunday morning
Wcrshin at 9:45 and 11 a.m. in thc
Little Theatre. Evening discussion will
be held at the M.C.A. House. Wednes-
day at 7 p.m. Meditations will be held
in the Totman Room in the Union
unless otherwise announced. Friday
Night Suppers and Informal Recrea-
tion will be held weekly beginning at
6 p.m. Friday, February 28.
To Discuss USSR
The Politics and International Re-
lations Club will present a panel dis-
cussion Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Louis Oakes Room. Library.
The topic will be "Who's Ahead in
Science: USSR or the U.S." Profes-
sor Clarence E. Bennett. Associate
Professor Richard C. Hill, Associate
Professor George T. Davis, and Mr.
Walter S. Schoenberger will partici-
pate.
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COLUMBUS BOYS 1110111—To gi‘e a concert in the Memorial Gym on February 27. are !busc members
of the Columbus Boys Choir from Princeton, N. J. Students will be admitted to the concert by their
ID cards.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Has New Officers
Bruce Hodgeman was named presi-
dent of Lambda Chi Alpha at recent
house elections.
Other new officers include: Richard
Watson, vice president; Joseph Grow-
ney. secretary; Philip Marston, treas-
urer; Alan Nichols, social chairman;
David Theriault, ritualist; Curt Rose.
pledge trainer; William Pickard. rush-
ing chairman; and Albert Lowe, fire
vs arden.
Nation Wide Tour Brings
Columbus Boychoir Here
The Columbus Boychoir of Prince-
ton. N. J., appearing here Feb. 27,
8:15 p.m., Memorial Gym, was origi-
nated as a community enterprise in
Columbus. Ohio, led by Herbert Huff-
man, then minister of music at the
Presbyterian Church.
Assisted by the Kiwanis Club and
the Church. he founded the Boychoir
School in 1940
The boys made their metropolitan
Air and;tioning—temperctures made to order—
for a-weather comfort. Get a de—onstrotiord
A
 
 . . 
r
..,••••••••:. ;N.; y.'
9 5t
_
sr&ifisoe...\\\\\::
Hrolo Sport Cc:re with Eci!y hy F,, ,,c.r Every window ci every Che‘,to.et is Sciety Plate Gloss.
A BEAUTIFULLY MOVING THING! ' 5 8 CHEVROLET
It brings you a RADICAL NEW vs,* a new Full Coil
suspension, a new Safety-Girder frame—more new things than any car
ever offered before. Don't put off driving this one!
Chevy was built to put a zest into driving
that hasn't been there before. You sense
this the instant )ou fed the silken
response of an engine like the new Turbo-
Thrust V8. It's an extra-cost option that
gives you extra-quick action the second
your foot flicks the gas pedal. Chev)'s
new Full Coil suspension is standard. Or.
for the last word in comfort. sou can r% (.fl
have a real air ride. optional extro ost,
See your Chevrolet dealer for gmal-.43-pd;
buys right nosy ! *Optienai at f.5:, it. 4 (0,1. j,:od :1“,e4.114Y tr1111. !AIM(
frum-Csed eherroiel drains
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraial—prGitipt d(lieery'
• - •
debut in the New York Town Hall in
1943.
Since that time they have performed
for millions in practically every prin-
cipal auditorium in the United States.
and through movie films distributed
around the world.
The Boyschoir boarding school was
founded in New Jersey in 1950. Out
of a total of 70 students, 26 selected
singers, accompanied by teachers, go
on the singing tour.
The concert here vs ill be open to the
public with tickets on sale at the door.
Students will be admitted by their ID
cards.
Society Elects
New Members
Twenty-nine students have been
initiated into Sigma Mu Sigma, hon-
orary psychology fraternity at the Uni-
versity of Maine. They were elected
to membership on the basis of high
scholarship and an interest in psy-
chological matters.
The newly initiated members are
Judith Adams. Linda Ashton, Kathryn
Baldwin, John Burns, Janet Collins,
Thomas Collins, Janice Crossman,
Sandra dePasquale, William Eustis,
Charles Grant. Gerald Hinckley.
Paul Hoffman. David Khoury. Theo-
dore Khoury, Irving King, Lora Lenz,
David Linekin. Enid Marshall, Sara
Owen. Courtland Perry. Elizabeth
Pope. Gilbert Roderi.:k, Marianne
Schmidt. Nancy Schmidt, Paul Shan-
k!, Jean Spofford. Ann Tompkins,
Judith Webster. and Dale Morris.
The third polio shot for I ni-
versity etnplmees and their hus-
bands and %krs will be given at
the Infirmary. next Tuesda, and
WedneAay, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
WANTED: Counselors, specialty
or general, older college men or
graduates. Jewish boys' summer
camp, near Boston, excellent sum-
mer opportunity. Chelsea, Mass.
Tel. 3-5271 or write:
Director
10 Brookside Drive,
Cranston. R. I.
SHOP
-M- CUT RATE
Complete
SHAN INC ACCESSORIES
COSMETICS
24 Main St. Orono
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Fraternities Report
According to a listing released by
the Dean of Men's office Tuesday
morning, 272 freshmen pledged fra-
ternities at the close of the rushing
periods. The following is a list of
pledges by houses.
Alpha Gamma Rho
Almond, John W.; Bridgham, Daniel
O.; Brown, Harold W.; Gamage, New-
man A.; Goodenough. Richard D.;
Hammond, Charles W.; Hedstrom,
Warren E.: Hilton, James A.; Hunne-
well. Charles G.; Jette, Earl R.
Kennedy, Richard A.; Lewis. David
W.: Mahoney. Arthur W.; Michaud,
Donat E.; Miller, David I.; Platt,
Bruce H.: Rooney, Fred M.; Shaw,
Robert R.; Wakefield, Dayton G.; Wil-
son. Richard C.
Alpha Tau Omega
Breton. David S.; Baker. Carl H.;
Boyd. Robert C.; Burke, James L.;
Collins, Bruce D.; Dunn, Everett L.;
Fieldhouse. Russell D.; Files, Stephen
J.: Foss, Edward L.
Hahn, Paul A.; Hall, Walter L.;
Hanson. Arthur L.; Howe, David C.;
King. Robert C.; Knauss, Frederick
L.; McGuire. Harvey P.; Shepherd,
Henry H„ Jr.; Williams, Matthew C.;
Wright. Alan C.
Beta Theta Pi
Albison, John M.; Boomer, John W.;
Coddington. Kittredge; Francisco,
Peter W.; Gammons, Peter T., Jr.;
Johnson. Kenneth R.; Koris, Anthony
J.; Maybury. Robert D.; Robinson.
Roland D.; Sage, Gary W.; Trecartin,
David J.
Delta Tau Delta
Allain, Stanley C.; Ames, Paul A.;
Beaulieu. Joseph B.: Burke. Eugene
C.; Babb, Bruce E.: Cilley, Larry D.;
Cilley. Ronald M.: Clifford, Robert
H.: Donovan. Robert J.; Garland,
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
Now
Thru Friday
EVA MARIE SAINT
and
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
In
It 111TREE
('01 11
STARTS
SATURDAY
"SNOW WHITE
THE 7 DWARFS"
EII J o
HOUSE OF HITS U
Now thin TUESDAY
Cinemascope and Color
"A FAREWELL
TO ARMS"
STARRINO
ROCK HUDSON
JENNIFER JONES
VITTORIO DESICA
NEXT BIG ATTRACTION
"FORT DOBBS"
STARRING
CLINT "CHEYENNE"
WALKER
272 Frosh Pledges
Gerald I.; Haag, Anthony M.
Hanington, George R.; Lawrence,
Walter P.: Leach, Donald D.; Noble,
Wendell P.; Robinson, John D.; Saf-
ford, Lawrence O.; Stewart, Spencer
B.; Wade, Ormand J.; Weed. Ray-
mond R.; Wilson, Allard A.; Wool-
ard, Franklin E.
Kappa Sigma
Cohen, Mitchell M.; Coulombe,
Louis U.; Fitzhenry, Paul H.; Gates,
Kenneth W.; Giddings, John L.; Hall-
strand, Allan D.; Hamilton, Kenneth
S.; Lessard, Francis T.; Miles, Arthur
L.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Cameron, Richard B.; Clarke, Pat-
rick H.; Gianni, Francis X.; Ham,
Richard F.; Lombardi, Robert M.;
Morton, Lee S.
Myles, John D.; Redmond, John;
Roberts, Larry L.; Scheppach, Ray-
mond C., Jr.; Schue, John C.; Shaw,
Philip H.; Smith, James M.; Swenson,
James A.
'Phi Eta Kappa
Arnold, David S.; Averill. Philip E.;
Bennett. Jan A.; Bishop, Frank E.;
Campbell, John G.; Graves, James
L.; Ketchum, Brian H.
Lucas, Robert G.; Mallett, Duane
R.; Morrison, Robley H. III; Perkins,
Alan V.; Severson, Gary A.; Spencer,
Wilbur P.; Spiegel, Ronald F.; Theri-
ault, Russell D.
Phi Gamma Delta
Black, George A.; Boutet, Ronald
A.; Daggett. Joseph W.; Gardner,
Laurence S.; Haley. William E„ Jr.;
Hamlin, Robert T.; Hone. John L.:
Hutchinson, Fred A.; Keefe. Chester
P.; Moran, Frank A.; Schade, Richard
M.; Smith. David L.
Phi Kappa Sigma
Berry, Peter T.; Blake, Francis J.;
Blake, Victor M.; Fox. David G.; Her-
sey, Dale F.; Ingalls, Gerard W.; Jette.
Dennis P.
Johnson, Lance H.; Luce, Kenyon
J.: MacKinnon, Ewen I. S.; Quinn,
John C. III; Remick. Rogers; Sears,
John E.; Starkey, Charles R.. Jr.:
Stuart, Edward 111; Walden, Barry M.
STRANDV
Curtain
THEATRE
OLD TOWN
at 6:45 P.M.
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
FEB. 19-20-21-22
Sat. Matinee at 2:00
Double
Shock Thriller
"THE BLACK
SCORPION"
and
"ZERO HOUR"
DANA ANDREWS
LINDA DARNELL
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
FEB. 23-21-25
Cont. Sun. from 3:00
The Passion and Color of
the Jet Age
"JET ptior•
JOHN WAYNE
JANET LEIGH
Wed. Thrill. .it.
FEB. 26 Thrts. 28
Deep in the Icy Antarctic
"THE LAND UNKNOWN"
In Cinemascope
Plus
JAMES MacARTHUR
In
"THE YOUNG
STRANGER"
Y.; Doucette. Neal K.; Feeney, David
S.; Goding, Clyde A.; Grant, John R.:
Horne, Terrell C.
Kinney, Richard A.; Leadbetter.
Richard A.; Libby, Hadden B.; Mc-
Carthy, James P.; Morin. Robert A.:
Mosher, David A.; Rankin, Thomas
E.; Sennett, John D.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Carlson, Frederic C.; Cotton, Ron-
ald L.; Daly, Paul D.; Day, Joshua
T. III.; Ingalls. James M.; McGarry,
Andrew T.
McLain. James O.; Megley. James
W., Jr.: Philbrick, John C.; Plante,
Jerome G.; Skorski, Edwin A.; Smith.
Barry R.; Sturgis, Guy H.; Wills.
Vincent R.
Sigma Chi
Blaisdell, George H.; Brooks. Terry
W.; Cornish, James H.; Espling. David
D.; Goddard, Samuel N.; Hanson,
Douglas R.; Holt, David S.: Hunt.
Gardner S.: Ingalls. John M.
Jones, Deane E.; Louridas, Peter C..
Lynn. John E.; McCracken, J. Peter.
Meissner, William C.; Murchie. Rob-
ert I.: Olsen, Frank; Peterson. David
A.; Powers. Thomas E.; Saunders.
Charles P.; Stevens, James L.; Wues-
thoff, Raphael J.
Sigma Nu
Carroll. David A.; Dumont. Joseph
G.; Esty, Gilbert L.; Grant, Alden H.,
Jr.; Hanson, Charles A.; Hooke. Rich-
ard D.: Jordan, Donald L.: Manni,
Donald M.; Moloney, Frank H.
Mellon. Donald W.; Paul. John R.;
Porter. Wendell I.; Rowe, Thomas E.:
Schiner. Lawrence R.; Spinney. Glenn
A.; Stapin, Laurence A.; Tschorn.
Robert E.; Valiton, Gordon T.; Waldo,
William A.; Wandke, Roland D.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Allan. Jon A.: Brayer, Robert M.:
Chesebro, John R.; Collins, Raymond
E.; Grindle, Blaine D.; Haggett. Ed-
ward G.: Heath. Richard A.: O'Don-
nell, L. Phil R.; Osier, David L.; Pear-
son, Paul H.; Powell, Henry S.: Tra-
vis, Charles C.: Wilcox, Fred T.
Tau Epsilon Phi
Arum. Robert F.; Baker. Arnold •s;
Brotherhood Week
To Study Prejudice
Brotherhood Week, starting March
9, has chosen for its theme this year.
"Brotherhood for peace and freedom:
prejudices on the Maine Campus."
A joint Faith Group meeting will
be held Sun. evening, Mar. 9, in the
Bangor Room of the Union. A film.
"The Broken Mask." will be presented.
The Brotherhood Banquet will be
held in South Stodder Dininghall
Tuesday. Mar. 11, at 6:30 p.m. The
speaker is Dr. Allan Knight Chalmers.
Discussions in the lounges of the
Women's Dormitories will take place
Wednesday evening, beginning at ap-
proximately 6:30 p.m. The title of the
discussions is "East Meets West." For-
eign students will be the guests at these
discussions.
l'hi Mu Delta Bukanc. Michael; Drogin, Ronald N.;
Baribeau, David A.; Densmore, Joel Jacobs. Jon E.; Kipnes, Howie K.:
Needleman, Mike S.: Rice. Geoffrey
I.: Rowell. Robert F.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Blick. Robert G.; Bruhm. Kenneth
J.; Buschmann. Edmund A.: Christ-
mas. Dewey A.. Jr.: Clark. Alton H.;
Connors. William A.; Feeney. Joseph
L.; Hassler, Philip B.; Kelleter. Robert
A.; Meagher, Thomas F.: Pitman.
John C.; Rush. Timothy M.: Towle.
Ronald P.
Theta Chi
Ames. Wilbur S.; Brackett. Nathan
A.; Cote. Richard G.; Dolley, Michael
D.: Esposito, Neil B.; Hume. Andrew
P.; Kimball, Paul A.
McGlincey, John C.: Murch, Ken-
neth D.; Murray, Roger E.; Roberts,
Theodore A.; Secrist, Ray B.; Tewhey,
Peter W.; Tuttle. Hiram A.: Wash-
burn, Richard W.; Wikstrom, Kenneth
o.
Worthing Hits
Senate Attitude
(Continued from Page One)
"You don't seem to have any interest
in what's going on," he said. "The
entire action of the Senate has been
dominated by five people. mostly sen-
iors.
"There's comparatively little con-
tact between senators and constituents.
It is your job to report back to your
constituencies and to find out what
these constituents think and want in
order to bring this back to the senate
for some action.
-We are in a rut," went on Worth-
ing, "We haven't been able to get out
of this rut for a number of years.
There's no reason at all for us to sit
and do nothing ... we ought to feel
that we have some kind of responsi-
bility."
Must Get Rolling
Calling attention to the half dozen
meetings remaining this year, he said
that the senate had to get rolling if
members didn't want the same bog-
ging down to occur next year.
In closing, he told senators that he
would accept resignations from sena-
tors who didn't have enough interest
in the senate to want to stay and work.
Dr. David Trafford. Senate Advisor,
commended the Senate on having ex-
cellent officers, a hard working execu-
tive committee, and a well organized
committee system. However, he stated,
Need Information
"We have to be fully informed as to
what we are doing." To accomplish
this, he recommended that information
out of committee be mimeographed so
as to give senators the information
necessary to enter into debate.
The senate met without a quorum,
but acted as a committee of the whole
to recommend that the Senate back
the Volunteer Committee to Raise
Funds for the "Hauck" Auditorium.
It was felt that the backing and pres-
tige of the Senate was needed for a
successful campaign.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
LOW COST
TYPEWRITER RENTALS
With
FREE DELIVERY
ALL LATE MODEL MACHINES
H. W. BRADLEY COMPANY
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
SALES—SERVICE—RENTALS--SUPPLIES
17 No. Main St., Brewer Tel. Bangor 2-5839
Union Activities
Include Movies,
Bridge Games
"Good Morning Miss Dove, a Cine-
mascope production starring Jennifer
Jones and Robert Stack is the weekly
Union film. It is the story of a stern
schoolmarm in a small New England
town and the effect she has on the
lives of a generation of townspeople.
The film will be shown on Friday and
Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m.
A special Sunday film, "Quartet."
stories by Somerset Islaughm will be
shown in the Bangor Room at 3 p.m.
Maughm introduces four of his own
short stories: -The Facts of Life."
-The Alien Corn," "The Kite." and
-The Colonel's Lady." The films star
Mai Zetterling, Basil Radford. and
Cecil Parker.
Maine's representatives in the State
Speech Tournament will be the fea-
tured readers at the weekly Poetry
Hour in the Women's Lounge from
4-5 p.m. Tuesday. Coffee will be
served immediately preceding the
readings.
Mr. Sidney Howe, an active Bridgc
instructor in Bangor. will again con-
duct free bridge instruction in the
Main Lounge Wednesday at 7 p.m
The classes will continue for seven
more weeks. Any questions concern-
ing this will be answered at the Union.
extension 386.
The following student winners of
the M.U.A.B. preliminary billiard
tournaments will represent the Uni-
versity in the Intercollegiate Tourna-
ment:
Pocket Billiards. Ralph Pierpont.
Larry Agoot, Philip Dugas; Straight-
Rail Billiards. David Johnson. Gordon
Winchenbach, and Richard Jones.
Beta Elections Held
New officers have recently been
elected by Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.
They are as follows:
President. James Blatchford; First
Vice President. James Webster: Sec-
ond Vice President, James F. Simms
Secretary, Ken Hayes: Recorder. Rob-
ert Davis; Alumni Secretary. Robert
Dow; Social Chairman. John .Millette.
Peop.ie
1044 cws al PARK'S'
SKATES
SHARPENED
PARK' S HARDWARE& VARIETY
Mill Street Orono, Maine
MAuPINTOURS /1958
ADVENTURE! EDUCATION!
rti
OSSI
TRAVEL! SUMMER 1958!
Join a special American-directed,
student/teacher tour through
the Soviet Union. Choose from
six departure dates . travel1*. seldom
-visited cities such esKiev of the Ukraine, Stalingrad,Odessa, Yalta, Sochi, Tbilisi ofSoviet Georgia, Kharkov . . .
enjoy a Volga River or Black See
cruise ... see Leningrad and
Moscow. Visit Warsaw, Prague
and the Brussels' World Fair ...plus extensions to the EuropeanCapitals.
Inclusive rate from 61369. from
New York. Reservations limited,apply now for sufficient timeto secure Russian visa. Write
today for descriptive folder.
See your travel agent or
MI"R
maw,/
Tom Maupin
TOUR ASSOCIATES
1236 Massachusetts
Lawrence / Kansas
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Mrs. Joseph Murray Honored By Tri Delta
Alpha Kappa Chapter of Delta
Delta Delta honored its alumni
Avisor, Mrs. Joseph Murray, in
coffee Monday evening in the
Women's Lounge of the Memorial
Union.
Members of the Bangor Alumni
Club and other advisors attended
the coffee, which also commemor-
ated the founding of the chapter
at the University of Maine.
ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT
I(By the Author of "F?ally Round the Flag, Boys!" and
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")
On Niro
THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN
Today's column is directed at those young female undergradu-
ates who have recently pledged sororities and are worried, poor
lambs, that they won't make good. Following is a list of simple
instructions which, if faithfully observed, will positively guaran-
tee that you will be a mad success as a sorority girl.
First, let us take up the matter of housemothers. The house-
mother is your friend, your guide, your mentor. You must treat
her with respect. When you wish to speak to her, address her as
"Mother Sigafoos" or "Ma'am." In no circumstances must you
say, "Hey, fat lady."
Second, let us discuss laundry. Never hang your wash on the
front porch of the sorority house. This is unsightly and shows
a want of breeding. Use the Chapter Room.
Third, meals. Always remember that planning and preparing
meals for a houseful of healthy girls is no simple task. Your cook
goes to a great deal of trouble to make your menu varied and
nourishing. The least you can do is show your appreciaticn.
Don't just devour your food; praise it. Exclaim with delight,
"What delicious pork jowls!" or "What a yummy souphone!"
or "What scrumptious fish heads!" or "What clear water!"
Fourth, clothing. Never forget that your appearance reflects
not just on yourself but on the whole house. It was well enough
before you joined a sorority to lounge around campus in your
old middy blouse and gym bloomers, but now you must take
great pains to dress in a manner which excites admiring com-
ments from all who observe you. A few years ago, for eyample,
there was a Chi Omega named Camille Atattirk at the Unix er-
sity of Iowa who brought gobs of glory to all her sorors.
(di& oe tJéfrikeidai Wida
Camille hit on the ingenious notion of suiting her garb to
the class she was attending. For instance, to English Lit she
wore a buskin and jerkin. To German she wore lederliosen and
carried a stein of pilsener. To Econ she wore 120 yards of ticker
tape. Her shiningest hour came one day when she dres..-d as a
white mouse for Psych Lab. Not only her Chi Omega sisters,
but the entire student body went into deep mourning when she
was killed by the janitor's cat.
Finally, let us take up the most important topic of all. I
refer, of course, to dating.
As we have seen, the way you dress reflects on your sorority,
but the men you date reflect even more. Be absolutely certain
that your date is an acceptable fellow. Don't beat about the
bush; ask him point-blank, "Are you an acceptable fellow?"
Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey," send him packing.
But don't just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect
him closely. Are his fingernails clean? Is his black leather jacket
freshly oiled? Is his ukulele in tune? Does he carry public
liability insurance? And, most significant of all, does lie smoke
Marlboros?
If he's a Marlboro man, you know he's a lot of man. You
know he has taste and discernment, wit and wisdom, character
and sapience, decency and warmth, presence and poise, talent
and grit, filter and flavor. You will be proud of him, your sorority
will be proud of him, the makers of 'Marlboro will be proud of
him, and I will be paid for this column. • 1911111. Mika Shulman
• • •
The makers of Marlboro wish to announce that Mr.
Shulman has been paid for this column and trill continue
to be paid for bringing you his homely philosophy through-
out the school year.
Engineers Sought
For Missile Work
Applications are being sought
from scientists and engineers for
employment at the Redstone Ar-
senal and Army Ballistic Missile
Agency at Huntsville, Alabama,
the U. S. Civil Service commis-
sion has announced.
Redstone is the control center
of all activities in the Army's
guided missile and rocket weap-
ons fields. Employment provides
opportunity to serve with scien-
tists, engineers, and military tech-
nicians in work essential to na-
tional defense.
There are openings for chem-
ists, engineers, electronic scien-
tists, mathematicians, metallur-
gists, and physicists.
Salaries range from $4,480 to
$12,690 a year.
Information about the require-
ments to be met is given in civil
service announcement No. 5-35-1
(58) which may be obtained from
the placement office, East Annex.
Applications will be accepted
until further notice.
Ili-Fi Contest Sponsored
By Cigarette Company
The makers of "Marlboro" fil-
ter cigarettes are currently spon-
soring a contest between the Uni-
versity housing units. The prize
Is a Sylvania High Fidelity Phon-
ogrcph purchased through and on
display at, LaBeau's TV Centre in
Orono.
The Hi-FL will be awarded to
the housing unit which has col-
lected the greatest number of
"Marlboro" Box Tops. Just save
the tops, write your name and
the name of your dormitory, soror-
ity or fraternity on each one, and
deposit them in the collection
boxes located at the Book Store
or Dunn Hall Canteen.
Dr. Meyer Bloch
MAGICIAN
240 Ris ington Street
New York 2, N. Y.
The contest closes officially at
noon February '8th, after which
the entries will be sorted and
counted, and the winner will be
announced at 4:00 p.m. on the
same day. In case of a tie the
winner will be determined by a
drawing.
For the sage of convenience box
tops must be deposited in the
collection boxes in groups of
twenty-five. Tops may be pre-col-
lected in individual housing units
but deposited at either the Book
Store or Dunn Hall Canteen col-
lection boxes prior to noon Feb-
ruary 28th the closing date of the
contest.
REMEMBER
THESE DATES
March 9 - 11 - 12
• 
•••••=••••• 
- mow ••••••••••••,,ww.m.
TTENT1ON
CLASS of 15
If you're obtaining a degree in
g Electrical Engineering
e Engineering Physics
• Chemical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Mathematics
• Physics
• Physical Chemistry
there's a PERMANENT CAREER
and UNLIMITED FUTURE
awaiting you at
PHILCO!
If you want to do creative work on
Television, Radio, Communications Equip-
ment, Microwave Systems, Multiplex
Equipment .. .
If you're interested in theoretical and
experimental work in Solid State, Electron
Optics, Acoustics, Applied Mathematics,
Transistors and other Semi-Conductor
devices .. .
If you prefer to apply your creative
talents to the development and design
of Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Ranges,
Home Laundry and other Household
Appliances .. .
If you're intrigued by the challenge
and complexity of the engineering prob-
lems in Guided Missiles, High Speed Data
Processing, Bombing and Fire Control Sys-
tems, Infrared Devices and Underwater
Ordnance .
If you want to launch your profes-
sional career in Systems Engineering,
Automatic Machinery, Mechanized Equip-
ment, Instrumentation and Controls . . .
If you'd like the chance to work with
and gain inspiration from o distinguished
corps of scientkts and engii;eers pioneer-
ing in new products, new techniques, new
processes for the security, well-being and
progress of the American public, American
industry and the Armed Forces . . .
If you'd like to match ycur wits against
truly worthwhile assignments and have
confidence in your ability to take on in-
creased responsibility and ca-n promc-
tions on merit .. .
If you want to participate in the accom-
plishments and re%.,ards of a continually
expanding professional staff with end!ess
opportunities for personal advancement
and growth .
If you want to check your plans for the
future against the ground-floor opportu-
nities now existing in our Reseorch and
Engineering laboratories in the Philadel-
phia or San Francisco areas .
If you want to learn more about the
advantages of working with Philco, the
generous tuition refund plan, and o,her
aids to your personal and professional
development and gfowth . . .
then . . .
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW
and establish an interview with
PHILCO REPRESENTATIVES
on 2/24/58
 OR
Write today for a copy of Future With Make
to Mr. R. C. Bock, College Reietiori.; Come;hator
PHILCO CORPORATION
PLiladetphic 34,
LOOK AHEA . . cad !pia 64-VC PierLa)
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Editorials
Unsilent Generation Blows Tin Horn
LIFE (February 17, 1958) featured an article en-
titled, "The 'Unsilent Generation' Breaks Silence", ex-
cerpts from a book of essays by students of Princeton
collected by a Princeton professor named Otto Butz
LIFE'S invitation to read said, "The unsilent gen-
eration breaks silence: Princeton seniors — from irate
and defiant individualists to prudent idealists—anony-
mously set down their views."
Having read what Princeton seniors had to reveal,
I have come to the conclusion that the unsilent gener-
ation is another extension of the so-called "lost gener-
ation".
They should remain silent, since they don't have
anything new to add to what the lost generation has
been crying over all these years. The cause of their
sorrows is, unfortunately, bound for us between two
covers by some lost apostles for posterity and its lost
pedigreed generations — it takes one to make one. Now,
Butz adds this little gem.
Religion is still the opium of the masses, yet the
unsilent or lost ones in their pseudo-intellectualism
worship the god of sex and money—materialism is their
opium. Permitting the use of cliches: To Princeton
belong the spoils — they follow:
#1 "I figure I can be indifferent to an indifferent
god." His goals in life are,— "achievement and secur-
ity".
#2 "I have inherited my father's business sense,
my mother's social awareness and my brother's flam-
boyancy. Adding to this such native intelligence as I
have plus my Princeton education, I am confidentlylooking forward to entering the world of big business."#3 "I want freedom. What I have to do is find
a girl who is compatible and either doesn't want chil-dren or, better still, is unable to have them."
#4 Religion remained a great force in my life,
yet it wasn't orthodox Catholic belief. The religious
sense in me was too deep and entangled for that. Idid things not at all condoned by the Church.
#5 "I will not accept regimentation or compul-
sion . . ."
#6 American youth, especially at Princeton, are
probably the least nationalistic youth in the world.
The unsilent generation blows its tin horn.
Writers Are Invited To Contribute
March 21, 1958, is the deadline for students who
wish to submit short stories, one-act-plays, suitable
radio or T.V. scripts, poetry, and essays for publication
in the Literary Supplement on a space available basis.(Tentative publishing date. April 10.)
A number of interested students who have contact-
ed the MAINE CAMPUS asked if they could write under
a pseudonym. There are no objections to the use of
pseudonyms as long as the identity of the author is
known to the editors.
Technology Students Should Get A Fifth Year Of Arts
To Make Of Them Well Rounded Individuals For Life
By Bill Farley
"To educate is to develop by
instruction. To develop is to
bring out the full capabilities or
possibilities of . . — Webster
For a student to develop, he
must first understand himself and
the relation of that self to oth-
ers. In his every day interaction
with his fellow man, he must do
his share of the work toward
making this relationship a har-
monious one. In order to realize
his tasks, that student must know
where his particular talents can
best be applied. This knowledge
comes out of proper development;
this development is the result of
proper instruction.
One function of education at
the University is to stimulate
within the student an understand-
ing of both the technical and non-
technical fields. This might be
considered the essence of the the-
ory of general education.
In keeping with this theory,
and in order to avoid making the
student simply "a store-house of
facts and formulas," certain re-
quirements have been established,
here, in each of these fields. In
particular, technology students
are required to take a minimum
of 28 credit hours, covering the
humanities, the arts, English, and
speech.
But a question arises, namely,
"Is this enough to make the tech-
nology student a well-rounded in-
dividual?" That is to say, will
he have developed properly so
that he will be sensitive enough
to the network of philosophies,
religions, social and political the-
ories, as well as the basic moral
codes of society to make individ-
ual judgments in his area of spe-
cialization that will benefit that
society? In this context, 28 hours
becomes disturbingly small.
Although government agencies
and many commercial groups are
screaming for "pure scientists",
we should continue to disregard
the cries, favoring, rather, the
production of men in our schools
— men equipped not only with
an awareness of the complexities
of life and the relation of these
problems to their branches of
knowledge. Instead of speeding
up (crash-program), we should
slow down and make sure that
the scientists we are producing
are a benefit to themselves and to
society, as well as to science.
We can teach a man how to
throw a football, and he may be-
come the best passer that ever
lived, but if he doesn't know
what his relationship is to the
other 21 men on the field, we can
expect nothing
must take time
man. We must
and his part in
be assured of
game.
It is quite apparent that society
wants men, developed individuals,
not "walking formulae." Certain-
ly, the sincere student wants it
that way, too.
In view of this, there appears
to be a need for more non-techni-
cal study in the field of technolo-
gy, if, at present, the four-year
program does not allow enough
time for additional non-tech study,
then it is time for the educators
to stop discussing the five-year
program and put it into effect
immediately.
Next Week: The tech student
and extra-curricular activities.
but chaos. We
to instruct that
explain the game
it, if we are to
success in that
Mail Bag
President Hauck has asked me
to reply to your recent letter con-
cerning skating facilities at the
University.
You may recall that one of
last year's Maine Day projects
consisted of clearing an area
located between College avenue
and the Stillwater river, approx-
imately opposite Sigma Nu and
Beta fraternities. This was done
for the purpose of relocating our
skating rink when the MOC pond
disappears this spring. The
area, as laid out last year, was
big enough for a regulation
hockey rink and, in addition, a
recreational skating arena. We
hope to have it ready to use next
winter.
While the proposed location
A Tale Or Two
Last week the CAMPUS report-
ed that a Volunteer Student Com-
mittee for the President Hauck
Building Fund including student
and Senate leaders was seeking
Senate support and approval of
a Fund Raising Committee for
the Arthur A. Hauck Building
Fund to conduct the Fund Rais-
ing Campaign on campus in con-
junction with the Alumni Drive.
It said that this student com-
mittee is to be chosen by the
present Voluntary Committee; in
other words, the present commit-
tee doesn't like the job, so they
are going to make it easier for
themselves by getting the Senate
to appoint a committee, no that's
not it.
Want Permission
They want the Senate to give
them permission to appoint
themselves so that they can le-
gally function on campus as a
collecting group.
In simpler terms, the commit-
tee has already been appointed—
I mean the volunteers have been
nominated—excuse me, they said
they would be glad to collect
your signature for 30 bucks —
haven't got it. Have you? —Then
there's no need for a committee,
is there?
Now, that wasn't nice of me;
the Senate has a surplus of vol-
unteers on hand — The Maine
Draft Board needs 50 candidates
to fill its quota this month. Any
of those volunteers would like to
subscribe to Uncle Sam's organ-
ization? Hey, darn it! Come hack
here.
Should Recall Committee
By the way . . . If committees
GERRY ('OULOMBE
plan on making any money with
this drive, I'd recall the commit-
tee which conducted the last Me-
morial Union Building drive.
Those people were able to get
$180,000 at an average contribu-
tion of $30.
They wouldn't be able to repeat
themselves. In those days there
must have been close to 6,000 stu-
dents on campus . . . either that
or somebody threw in an extra
$30 when nobody was looking.
has the disadvantage of no ad-
jacent parking area we believe it
will be a decided improvement
over the pond.
Use of the athletic fields as
skating rinks has several serious
disadvantages and I shall be
glad to enumerate them if you
will drop by the office when you
have an opportunity. We hearti-
ly agree with you that skating is
a healthful, enjoyable and popu-
lar activity. Adequate facilities
should be provided, but there are
so many demands made for avail-
able funds, it is not possible to
obtain all the things we should
have.
We appreciate your interest
and your letter will be reviewed
again when better facilities are
considered.
Sincerely,
F. S. McGuire
Dir., Plant & Facilities
To the Editor:
I just thought that somebody
ought to know that Miss Thelma
Dumont, in charge of the Uni-
versity's Teacher Placement Bu-
reau, is overtaxed with work at
this time of the year. She needs
some help. Otherwise some of
the students seeking jobs will
suffer, and it won't be her fault.
Name withheld.
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CAMPUS I
QUOTES I
By Terri Hibbard
This week's question: "What
do you think of the 'stu-
dent pledge' system In rais-
ing money for the Hauck
%udltorium r
Dwight Carter, sophomore
"It people are able to afford so-
cial groups such as fraternities
and sororities, and the luxury of
Pat's, there should be no reason
why they can't pledge money for
the Hauck Auditorium during
their college years."
Doris White, senior — "This
would be a fine move if it could
be on a purely voluntary basis.
There are many students who
find money quite hard to come by,
and since room and board fees
are being raised, the financial
pressure on the part of these stu-
dents would be even greater."
David Marston, senior — "It
would be all right for some stu-
dents. but I don't think there
should be any pressure about it
because many students just can't
afford such an expense."
Rodney Lindsay, sophomore —
"I think the idea is in the inter-
est of the whole student body.
I think that any student can af-
ford the $30 over a 3 year peri-
od; I am in favor of the idea."
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Profs. Turner and Brown Head Assembly Committee
Prof. Walter W. Turner ut the
Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment and Prof. Cecil Brown of
the Agronomy Department are
serving as co-chairmen of a com-
mittee to arrange the annual
Scholarship Recognition Assem-
bly.
Ten faculty and student of-
ficers have been appointed by the
Honor Societies as their repre-
sentatives on this special commit-
tee.
Peter G. Bither '57 of Bangor
was chosen by Tau Beta Pi, hon-
orary engineering society; Car-
roll E. Denbow Bath, Kappa
!Delta Pi, College of Education
hcnorary society; Herbert J. Ed-
wards, Associate Professor of
English, Orono, Phi Kappa Phi,
honor society for all colleges;
Enid A. Kelley '60, Marblehead,
Mass., Neal Mathetai, freshman
women's honor society; Spofford
H. Kimball, Professor and Head
of Department of Mathematics,
Orono, Sigma Xi, scientific re-
search honor society.
Madeline F. Plaisted '58, Liver-
more Falls, Sigma Pi Sigma,
Physics honor society; Quentin E.
,Smart '58. Lincoln, Alpha Zeta,
'honorary agricultural society;
Wilmarth H. Starr, Professor and
Head of the Department of For-
eign Languages and Classics,
Phi Beta Kappa, College of Arts
and Sciences honorary society;
Louise A. Thomas '58, Dover-
Foxcroft, Omicron Nu, Home Eco-
nomics honor society; and Lee
K. Wetzel '58, Lakewood, Ohio,
Xi Sigma Pi, Forestry honor so-
ciety.
Scholarship Recognition assem-
bly was established in 1929. It is
usually held in May.
Supervisor At
United Aircraft
Delmont L. Ballard of Manches-
ter, a native of Maine and gradu-
ate of the University of Maine in
1934, has been named supervisor
of training at Hamilton Stand-
ard, division of United Aircraft
Corporation.
Ballard has been a member of
the company since 1943.
Born in Hampden, Maine, Bal-
lard received an A.B. degree in
mathematics from the University
where he was active in football,
basketball, and as a member of
Delta Tau Delta.
at Itt 'Whitney L%ircraft
in the field of Instrumentation
Among the many engineering prob-
lems relative to designing and devel-
oping today's tremendously powerful
aircraft engines is the matter of ac-
cumulating data and recording it pre-
cisely. Such is the continuing assign-
ment of those working in the field of
instrumentation -- a special group
of electronic, mechanical and aero-
nautical engineers and physicists who
are responsible for assembling the
wealth of information so vital to the
entire engineering team at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft. At their service
are some of industry's foremost fa-
cilities, among them the special,
high-altitude test chambers of the
Willgoos Turbine Laboratory.
Often involved is the need for pro-
viding unique measuring devices,
transducers, recorders or data-han-
dling equipment. Hot-wire anemom-
etry plays an important role in the
drama of instrumentation, as do var-
ious types of sonic orifice probes.
high-temperature strain gages, tran-
sistor amplifiers, and miniaturized
tape-recording equipment.
Pressure, temperature, vibration,
air and fuel flow are factors that
must be accurately measured at crit-
ical internal points during engine
operation. To obtain such data some-
times requires a technique that uti-
lizes remote control positioning of
special-purpose probes designed by
P & W A engineers. In some cases,
the measuring device employed must
be associated with special data-re-
cording equipment capable of con-
verting readings to digital values
which can, in turn, be stored on
punch cards or magnetic tape for
data processing.
Projects embrace the entire field of
instrumentation which is only on:
part of a broadly diversified engineer-
ing program at Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft. That program - with other far-
reaching activities in the fields of
combustion, materials problems, me-
chanical design and aerodynamics
spells out a gratifying future for many
of today's engineering students.
World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
c,f A,rcrnit orporqt
EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft operates a completely self-contained engineering facility in East Hartford, Connecticut, and is now building a similar facility in Palm
Beach County, Florida. For further information about engineering careers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write to Mr. F. W. Powers, Engineering Deportment.
P.• Fight
Do you feel that some sort
become necessary?
(With regard to public school)
". . . It is a must if we are
to make available equal educa-
tional opportunities to young-
sters, whether they come from
Maine, New York, Texas or Cali-
fornia. . . We're not going to
get maximum development of our
young people if we leave the
poor states, or relatively poor
states, to shift for themselves on
the basis of their own resources.
. . . I think it is a must as a
part of this post-Sputnik age . . ."
What is the relationship be-
tween you, as an office hold-
er, and your party leaders!
". . . The relationship is a very
much personal one rather than
an organizational one . . . It's a
great deal of telephone and mail
communication between my office
and the Democratic party head-
quarters in Lewiston but not in
a pyramid sense . . . Nobody
presses a button up here at the
top and the message is filtered
down through formal lines of
communication and responsibili-
ty: not in any sense."
Would you recommend that
the got ernor's council be dis-
banded!
"I have so recommended, and I
see no reason to change my mind.
The constitution states that the
council should be an advisory to
the governor. When the council
is of a different party, the advis-
ory function is obviously diluted
in its value.
Can't Forget Politcs
"Neither the council or the
governor is likely to forget its
political affiliation. Secondly, the
government has grown since the
days the council found its way
into our constitution.
"The governor's job is full-time
. . . the councilor's, a part-time
job. The councilors meet here, at
most, four days a month — they
are not in touch with the day-to-
day operations of the depart-
ments.
Council Can't Advise
"They actually aren't in a posi-
tion to advise the governor, with
respect to the administration of
the executive branch. On the con-
trary, the governor finds it neces-
sary to advise them before they
can act. It is a time consuming
relationship and far less produc-
tive than would be the relation-
ship, say, between governor and a
cabinet of department heads."
Row serious do y on think
the present rece••ion is go-
In g to be, and what will be
the effects of III
". . . I think it is fair to say
that outside of some areas such
THE 3IAINE CAMPUS
Photo Featlirt'
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Personal Interview With Muskie
(Prepared and edited l I% ‘Iith phofrs by Hannon Banning)
'rho tuition at Maine is one of the highest for land-grant colleges
in the United Stales. 1)4, you have aav comment in regards to that!
"I would agree that it would be desirable to lower tuition, not only be-
cause by comparison with other state.. ours may be unfavorable, but because
I think it important in terms of Maine's economy to make it possible for many
young people, regardless of their economic circumstances, to get a higher edu-
cation . . . . Application of appropriations depends, a great deal, on what the
University administration thinks wise.
Increase Appropriations
"In the last two legislatures, it is my impression that University appro-
priations have been increased by at least 50 and almost 60 percent . . . That.
could have been applied to the reduction of tuition, but, instead, it was ap-
plied, and I think justifiably so, to increasing faculty salaries."
We understand that you requested the University budget be re-
duced by somewhere between if:15440011 to $100.1100. Is that true?
"No, I made no request of that nature. Dr. Hauck got no more personal
request than any other department head. 1 think I probably asked him, as
I did all department heads, to review their budget requests . . . Requests
had exceeded the .i'•S million dollars expected return from the one-cent sales
tax increase. The governor has the responsibility of fitting the requests with-
in the limits of existing revenue . . ."
of Federal aid to education will
 Of course, we could use a lot of ship. Certainly, we have the
your (University of Maine) en- technical tools to do this job,
gineers in our highway depart- those of us who have a responsi-
ment, but we can't offer the pay bility to television and radio and
that these boys can get out- to fellows like you, coming to
ask questions."
as Saco and Biddeford, where
conditions are critical, that over-
all, we haven't felt the blow as
seriously as
country.
some areas of the
"I think that there is some
reason to believe that it won't
hit us as harshly as it will other
areas of the country, but how
long it will continue or how deep
it v, ill go, depends upon a nation-
al situation which is pretty hard
to project at this moment . . .
side. . ."
Do you think we are tend-
ice' to over-emphasize science
and technology in our educa-
tional fields?
"I think there is that danger,
but I do not think it is a dan-
ger that should concern us too
much. In a long run, the over-
emphasis is likely to smooth out
and you come up with a reason-
able balance. But it is something
that you have to watch. I still
feel that a good balanced educa-
tional program is far better than
the Russian's system of complete
specialization."
We were certainly impress-
ed with Stevenson's speech on
"the new America". Now.
has this struck up any chord
of response for you? Do you
have any concept of the New
America?
Would you advise a son of
yours to go into politics, pro-
vided he had sonic ability and
sonic interest In it?
"Oh, by all means. I think it is
essential that, given the aptitude,
the talents and the qualities
which attract voters' support.
that we need more and more
young people and we need to get
them to begin thinking about
political careers, not after they
have chosen a life's vocation but
while they are in the process of
developing their attitudes toward
life and their aptitudes and their
skills. I think that young people
ought to begin thinking about it
when they're in high school and
in college."
Doeslit there seem to be
some sort of a feeling that,
well. we sometimes hear the
word politician used in a de-
"Well, of course, Stevenson rogatory sense. Don't you
was criticized for calling it a feel that sonic people believe
'New America' . . . criticism stag- there is something the mattergested that he was dissatisfied with being a politician!
with what we had. He wasn't "Well: I'm sure that there is
suggesting that we had overlook- that attitude on the part of a lot
ed some values. He said that here of people. But I can't say that
are some values that we should within my experience, at least,take another look at and do some- that politicians have earned thatthing about it. kind of a reaction any more than
members of any other profession.
Historically, of course, we can go
back to Boss Tweed and sonic of
the corrupt political machines in
this country and they have given
the profession a bad name —
there is no question about it.
But, I think the trend now days
is the same as many other pro-
fessions — to think of it as a
career."
Can't See Disagreement
In those terms, in his spirit
of a real America, I find it
difficult to believe for any-
body to disagree with, if they
forget the political implications
of the agreements and disagree-
ments . . ."
Does this concern some-
thing that you have thought
about — that a relatively
smaller percentage of our
people have an interest in our
col ern ment
"Whether or not people take
an interest in government, I
think, is not a basis for criticism
of man. I think it is a basis for
criticism of their leadership. YouIt seems that a great num. take several million people, busyher of our college graduates with their day-to-day tasks —tend to lea le the state to find they don't have the time to devoteemplov fluent. Is this a prob. each day out of their own self-hem that hats concerned you discipline to give to public ques-or your administration? tions.
"Very much so . . . Engineers "Leadership, and I am not talk-
aren't going to find employment jug of any party or any specific
in a wholly rural state. They administration, is the responsi-have to go to industrialized Willy to bring these questions to
states. We are trying desperate- them in such a way that they can
ly to broaden our industrial base be quickly understood. If there
not only to serve the welfare of is a decline in public interest on
those of us who are here, but to public questions, I think it is
create employment opportunities. partly due to a failure of leader-
Itsopmniend Reduction
''I have recommended a cut
back in current cxpeniture . . .
we are trying to prepare for
something a little worse than the
present . . . And it could get
much worse than that. We don't
know.
"You hesitate to cut back on
programs until you're darn stare
you have to, for some of these pro-
grams are important to the econ-
omy of the state when economy
is depressed. I don't like to see
cut-backs result in lay-offs or the
cessation of construction, so we
are trying to continue normal op-
erations of the government at a
lower cost. I believe we can do
this."
Politicians Are Public Servants
"The people that are politicians,
I think are more public servants
today than they used to be. They
train themselves — they apply
themselves to the problems of the
day in a professional way . . .
more so than they used to do.
Going back to the question you
asked me, would I recommend my
son to go into politics, I don't
see that he and others of his gen-
eration are going to have any
choice but to get into politics if
this country and its ways are to
survive."
This next question will
have more importance In
UNA but what influence or
effect. if any, do you feel
your religion has had on your
political career. What ef-
fect, for instance, could a
Catholic starting out in poli-
tics, expect, if that could be
a factor?
"Well, I can honestly say that
so far as I am concerned, I
haven't noted any effect. Now, I
was warned, of course, when I
entered politics that this would
be a handicap, and so I was con-
stantly on the lookout for some
tvidence of this. I have never
seen it. I can't see that in any
way it has been harmful and I
don't know of any way that it
has been helpful.
People Surprised
"I have heard it said that, after
my election, a lot of people were
surprised to learn that I was
Catholic and if they had known,
they wouldn't have voted for me,
but that certainly didn't hold up
in the second election. And I
doubt that it had very much sub-
stan('e. I found that the people
in Maine will take you for what
you are, after they have had a
chance to know you."
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Co-Ed Teams Ski/ Sail/ Intramural Ball To Highlight Weekend
At New England College
By Beatrice Reynold*
To find out how other New England colleges handle th,-: prob-
lem of women on intercollegiate sailing and skiing teams. the
Campus made an informal phone survey of three colleges.
One other college within the state. organizations. Colby does not have a
Colby. another New England state ski team for women. hut they are
university, University of Rhode Island. permitted to participate individually
and a privately endowed college. Mid- in skiing and golf. The Yacht Club.
dlebury College in Vermont. were including both men and women, par-
called. ticipates intercoPegiately a. club
activity.I. led To Men
Participation on skiing and sailing
teams at Maine is limited to men. Ob-
jections to women on the teams are
administrative. according to Marion
Rogers, head of the Women's Athletics
Department. The program now in use
is considered adequate by the ad-
ministration and any changes would
have to be justified to them, she said.
The program now set up calls for
financing men's and women's sports on
a separate basis and •.ome compromise
would have to be effected. The
Women's Athletic Department also
cited the problem of chaperonage as
a factor against coeducational teams.
Colby College has a coed recrea-
tional program offering badminton,
volleyball, ping-pong. and skating
x.hich are organized through student
BRASS RAIL
RESTAURANT
202 Exchange St.
Bangor
.11/. WAYS THE
F 4VORITE
WITH
MALE STUDENTS
Rhode I.land Has Program
The University of Rhode Island's
coeducational sports policy includes
badminton. volleyball, softball. dance.
and sailing. They compete intercol-
legiately on an invitational basis. Staff
members from the women's athletic
department form the nucleus of
chaperons on sailing expeditions.
At Middlebury College the adminis-
tration supports a women's ski team
which competes intercolleeiately on
an invitational basis at college play-
days and winter carnivals. Middle-
bury also has an unsupervised, self-
supporting sailing club open to both
men and women.
The women act as crew members
in intercollegiate meets. Chaperons
are furnished by the host college.
Although Maine at one time played
women's sports on the intercollegiate
level, it is following the national
policy today in play ing printaril in-
tramural sports.
Had Teams In Past
In 1923 Maine had a women's hoc-
key and basketball team which com-
peted with colleges such as Jackson.
Sargent, University of Connecticut.
and New Brunswick. Some people felt
that this type of program catered to
the select, put strain and stress on the
contracted coaches, and forced sports
into highly geared competition.
A ricky King and Queen will b,:
e, duly elected this weekend as Win-
r Carnival events make their
.annual appearance. Two out of
eight contestants will succeed to
the royalty in the place of Mary
Ellen "Sanborn and Bobby Jones,
last year's King and Queen.
The two -best-lookers- will be
crow ned during the Intramural Ball
Friday e% %mint:. featuring the music
of Mickey Sullivan. Campus women.
incidentally. have 2:30 a.m. late per-
missions for the semi-formal dance.
MOC Skating
The Maine Outing Club is sponsor-
ing a skating party at their rink the
same night for tho..e not in a semi-
formal mood. Other big event, during
the weekend include a ski-tog dance
Saturday night in the Memorial Gym
following the basketball game. and a
variety show Sunday afternoon in the
Stodder Hall dining reom. The varie-
ty. program brings the Colby Fight
back for another appearance on cam-
pus.
last weekend. campus fraternities
finished two week, of rushing with
another round of parties. Record dan-
ces on Friday night included those at
Theta Chi. Tau Epsilon Phi. Sigma
Alpha Ep.ilon. and Phi Eta Kappa.
The Phi Kaps held a Skull Dance.
muiic on records. Beta Theta Pi and
Sigma Nu also held dances.
Saturday- night record dances were
held at SAE. TEP. TM'. and Alpha
(lamina Rho. Theta Chi had Gordon
Howe for their rushing party. Lambda
Chi's danced to the music of Dale
Huff, and Dick Kelso', hand pros ided
the music at Beta.
Sigma Chi held a roller skating
party at Luckie's Landing Saturday
afternoon, while Kappa Sigma spon-
sored a jam session with Dale Whit-
ney's band. Sig Ep's had a Klondike
Night, and Phi Mu Delta held a "Real
Cool" party. Other Saturday night
festivities took place at Phi Kap. Phi
Eta. Delta Tau Delta. and Beta Theta
Pi.
The Maine Outing Club spent Satur-
day and Sunday at Sugarloaf on a ski
trip.
EUROPE TOURS
$685 up
Representing All Tour Companies
Thos. Cook. American Express. University Travel.
Marsh. Sita. Caravan. Travelworld. and many others
no extra charges
ALDEN F. HEAD TRAVEL AGENCY
61 Main St., Bangor Telephone 2-5050
ALDEN FAIRFIELD HEAD
twa.ed
1.1 1.0: Carole Quigg to Curt
Bose. Lambda Chi Alpha: Cloria
Burnell to Riehard Lewd., Iambi_
Chi Alpha: Elaine lloff.e. to Paul
Dai is. Sigma Epsilon Phi: Janet Her-
man, Millbury.  Mass.. to Bud Carl-
strom. Sigma Epsilon Phi: Nancy
Carroll to Earle Weaier, Phi Kapp,
Sigma: Elizabeth Colley to Richard
Bryant. Phi Kappa Sigma: Dolore:
Corbeill. Biddeford. to Norman De.-
coteaux. Phi Kappa Sigma.
Linda Rising.. Reading. Mass.. ...-
Peter Kean. Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Mary McCreary-. Lake Erie College.
to Peter Dunn, Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Carlene Tardiff. Augusta Genera
Hospital. to Donald Tokle. Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon: Beulah James. Prince-
ton. Maine. to John Lane, Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
ENGAGED: Aileen Webster tc
Philip Getz. Lambda Chi Alpha.
MARRIED: Ann Davis. Baneor.
to Janie. Chadbourne. lambda Ch.
Alpha: Barbara Landry.
to Domenic Federico. Lambda Cb
Alpha.
Gil Roderick of Rumford. a mem-
ber of the University of Maine sk.
team for 1957-58, won the nine-mite
race at the F1tern Intercollegia::
Meet in 1956 -z
DICK'S FLYING-A-
61 Main St.. Orono, Me.
FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Mechanic on Duty
from
7 to 11
Except Sunday
Open 7 Days a Week
"Wive Put a Speedometer on the Stars r
INSIDE AN OSSERVATORVATTACHED
7V A LEADING UN/VERSITY
SOME ARE TRAVELLING
- 10 MILLION MILES,,,,,
HOUR!AN 4
wow!
PROFESSOR,
SHOW CAN YOU
POSSIBLY
 TELL?
YOU SEE, VICEROY HAS MORE THAN
20,000 FILTER TRAPS. THOUSANDS
AND THOUSANDS MORE 'THAN OTHER
LEADING BRANDS!
MORE TASTE,T00. REALLY SMOOTH!
YES, VICEROYS RICH, MELLOW
TOBACCOS ARE SMOOTHED TO
cP RFECTION BY
!Orr THE VICEROY
FILTER!
ui
THIS SPECTROSCOPE ACTS LIKE
A FILTER. IT SEPARATES THE
LIGHT WAVES —TELLS US HOW
FAST STARS ARE MOVING. OUR
KNOWLEDGE OF SPACE
DEPENDS TO A LARGE
DEGREE ON THIS
INFORMATION
THE FILTER ON A CIGARETTE
IS IMPORTANT, TOO. THAT'S
WHY I SMOKE VICEROYS.
VICEROY GIVES YOU MORE
OF WHAT YOU CHANGE
TO A FILTER FOR!
Light One! Discover...
VICEROY GIVES YOU '-
MORE
 OF WHAT
YOU CHANGE TO
A FILTER FOR!
s'4"
5/ePuS':; ricts,4 t.
t e )17 110
-lc Cp. ZNy. TV'
4 '-••",
New crush-Pr.:H:6f re$
nipsopen tiox or
famous familiar pack
ftr.ltton tit NA ttli.ttttxt4 t Otto
rage I rut
Coeds To Demonstrate Physical
Fitness In Gym On March 4
By Beatrice Rey nold-
In line with the nation-wide \mix
for emphasis on physical fitness. the
Women's Department of Physical Ed-
ucation with the cooperation of the
student body is planning to present a
physical education demonstration in
the Women's Gym, the evening of
March 4.
The demonstration will bring to
the student's attention the scope of
the available program activity, and
serve as experience for physical edu-
cation majors. The demonstration
will include activities from the W.A.A.
program, offerings in the required
physical education program. and ma-
jors from the physical education pro-
gram. 1 he demonstration is open to
the public.
The Eastern Maine Clinic of Board
of Officials for Women's Sports met
February 14-15 at the Women's Gym.
Members of the Officials Club and
those interested in obtaining ratings
were trained for the clinic by Miss
Mouradian. Board of judges includ-
ed Mrs. Margaret Hamans, chairman;
Mrs. Cora Swan, Husson College:
Mrs. Vivian Page. Mrs. Grace Gil-
more. and Miss Marion Rogers.
Basketball class schedule:
Feb. 24 4:15 Juniors vs. Freshman
Feb. 25 4:13 Sophomores vs.
Freshman
Feb. 26 4:15 Juniors vs.
Sophomores
Feb. 27 4:15 Open
T111. MAINE CAMPUS
So. Apartments lead the way in this
league t5-1). with North Hannibal.
South Hannibal. and North Dorm 11
who all have 3-2 records fighting for
second spot. A game between NHHH
and ND 11 yesterday probably helped
decide the issue.
Or , Maine. February 20. 1958
Winter Carnival Ski Meet
Tomorrow And Saturday
Tomorrow marks the begin-
ning of Maine's 1958 Winter
Carnival, which features a big
ski meet involving six teams. It
is surprising to see that two of
the entrants are University of
Maine teams. Both the varsity
and the frosh entered in the open
meet along with the University
of New Brunswick, Colby Col-
lege, Bowdoin College, and Bates
College.
The Black Bear's ski coach,
Ted Curtis, figures that both
Maine teams will be contenders
for top honors. The frosh are
exceptionally strong this year.
•
Manufacturing Engineer Lee H. Baker, like many other
engineers, mathematicians and physicists, came to
IBM directly from college. Here he tells how he
found an excellent opportunity for creative engineering
in his area of the expanding electronic computer field.
What's it like to be with IBM?
"It's difficult," Lee Baker admits, for a college senior
to feel confident when choosing a job. For four years
the college student has been trained to be critical and
deliberate about making decisions. Now, faced with the
biggest decision of all, he has only a few months in
which to have job interviews, weigh the facts, and
select a company—not to mention passing exams and
graduating at the same time."
Lee Baker, with a B.S. in Industrial Administration,
came to IBM in 1953. Starting as a Technical Engineer
in Production Control, he was immediately assigned
to the General Manufacturing Education Program—a
ten-month course with rotating assignments in all
phases of the work—manufacturing, purchasing, pro-
duction. In addition to formal classroom study, he
spent some time in the Boston Sales Office, calling on
customers with an IBM salesman.
His career was tem-
porarily interrupted by
two years with the
Air Force in Japan.
Back at IBM in 1955,
he has since been pro-
moted to Production
Control Engineer. His
present job is to design
systems to insure a
smooth flow of work
through the plant
where the famous
electronic computers
are manufactured. "It
takes creatire engineering ability to design these sys-
tems," he says, "and it takes admini8tratirc ability to
'sell' a system to higher management and make it stick."
Designing a control system
Many creative opportunities
There are many creative opportunities in IBM Manu-
facturing Engineering for men with B.S. degrees in
electrical, mechanical or industrial engineering. You
may be concerned with the analysis, design and pro-
curement of tools and equipment needed to produce
a wide variety of computers and other business ma-
chines. Or you may deal with plant layout, methods,
production control or systems testing. "So much of
our work is creative that it is often necessary to pro-
duce unique manufacturing equipment. This affords a
chance for creative engineering of the first order."
How to select on employer
To the college senior faced with a job decision, he
has this to say: "Pick your employer by this simple
test: Is the company expanding fast enough to pro-
vide adequate scope for your talents and ambitions?
Is it interested in your
long - range manage-
ment development?
Will it treat you as an
individual and match
your abilities with the
most challenging as-
signments?"
For his part, Lee Baker
feels IBM has met this
test. Since 1953, he has
seen new plants open,
dozens of new products -
evolve, hundreds of "Selling'. the system
management positions created. Increased stature, re-
sponsibility and reward have come his way. And he
knows they will con-
tinue, for IBM sales
continue to expand.
Recently married, Lee
Baker advises seniors
to pay special atten-
tion to company bene-
fits. "They may seem
like a yawning matter
when you're single, but
they mean a lot when
you assume family re-
sponsibilities. IBM
benefits are certainly
generous."
• • •
This profile is just one example of what it's like to be
with IBM. There are many other excellent opportuni-
ties for well-qualified college men in Research, Develop-
ment, Manufacturing, Sales and Applied Science.
Why not ask your College Placement Director when
IBM will next interview on your campus? Or, for
information about how your degree will fit you for an
IBM career, just write to:
Mr R A. Whitehorne
IBM Corp., Dept. 812
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Company growth means oppertunify
IBM
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION
CT* PROCESSING • ELECTRR, TyvE.N.NTERS • mulT•ey PRODuCTS
e$ECIAL ENG,NEENiNG P1.00uCTS • SUPPLIES • TIME EQUIPMENT
In fact, Charley Akers, the cross
country track star, is a good bet
to take the cross country ski
event.
The other teams line up with New
Brunswick and Bowdoin as top chal-
lengers. New Brunswick recently lost
to Maine by 10 points.
Maine's entrants are very strong.
In the downhill are slalom Don Towle
(V), Elliot Lang NJ, Jay Corson
(V). Charles Gaunce ( V ), Bob Towle
(V), Dave Corson (F). Phil Lucas
(F). Bretton Russell (F), and Art
McGuire (F) will be competing.
The cross country will has.
Charley Akers (F), Gil Roderick
(V), Dave Gould (V), Lang.
anti Gaunce entered. The jump.
ers are D. Towle, R. Towle, Lang.
Russell. McGuire. Melvin Le--
sard (V), and Arthur Bennett
(V). Maine's frosh jumpers are
the best in many years according
to Curtis.
Baseball Team
Preparing For
1958 Schedule
By Bob kelliter
The major league training
camps will not open for two
weeks, but here at Maine, Jack
Butterfield's baseball hopefuls
have been working for the past
three weeks.
The varsity coach has had his bat-
tery men working out daily in the
field house in preparation for the
March 29th opening game in Anna-
polis. Freshmen hurlers have also been
loosening up.
At this point. Butterfield is Linable
to make any evaluation of the Bears'
chances for improving upon their 6-14
mark of a year ago. However, he is
in a good position since his top 3
pitchers of last year. Bill Burke. Dan
Dearborn. and Bill Suitor have re-
turned. Another good man is Dick
Colwell, the frosh ace in 1957.
Catching will also he in good shape
this year. Both receivers from last
year's squad are back. Charlie Etser-
bach and Bob Carmichael shared the
chores last year until Carmichael
broke his leg.
The makeup of rest of the team i•
uncertain and unpredictable. Infield
drills started a week ago alone v, ith
hitting practice.
BANGOR TRAVEL
AGENCY
Complete Travel Service
Hotel Accommodations
At
NO EXTRA COST
Telephone
Bangor 9333 Orono 6-3344
44 Hammond St.. Bangor
Stop at the Blinker
RIVIERA RESTAURANT
On the New
Orono-Old Town Highway
SANDWICHES—
FULL COURSE MEALS
SPECIAL
WESTERN SIRLOIN STEAK
FRENCH FRIES
SALAD 111.35
Tues. Wed. Thurs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m
Fri. Sat. II a.m.-2 am.
Sun. 11 am.-10 pm
Closed Monday
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[Else Linekin prepares for Saturday's track-meet.
(1f) 
THE MAINE CAMPUS
(Photo by Greqe)
Styrnarnen End 
'Annual All Star GamesHome Season
Here Saturday Face Frosh Next Week
11 Drogin
Coach Ed Styrna"s trackmen
play host to the Bowdoin Polar
Bears this Saturday in a meet
which is expected to be nearly
as close as last week's tie against
Brown. Maine, with a one win,
one loss, and one tie record. will
find Bowdoin a tough opponent
on the basis of their balance and
experience.
Against a common opponent,
Bates, it was Bow doin uho gave
the Bobcats the tougher battle,
Bovsdoin's Bill McWilliams. a for-
mer national hammerthrow champion.
may canture the three weight events
ith little trouble. McWilliams is in
shape after a year of inactivity. His
presence at the fieldhouse. Saturday.
should provide Maine fans with the
hest of view in weight competition.
Packard Is Star
Arother POTAt Bear track star is
distance man Bob Packard who last
week ran a 4:28.8 mile and 10:20.8
two mile against Bates. Packard will
tangle with Maine's Dan Rearick in
both races. Results should prove inter-
esting after Rearick's 4:21.5 mile and
10:01 two mile efforts of last week.
Other Bowdoin pointmen are Bob
Hinckley. Larry Wilkins. Dick Brown.
and Jon Green. Hinckley will match
,tridcs with Maine's Dale Bessey in
the 600.
I., Final Home Meet
This meet will be the final indoor
arsIty meet of the season at Maine as
the varsity winds up the indoor season
on March 8th at Northeastern. The
freshmen. who are idle this Saturday.
play host to Portland High and Maine
Central Institute in a triangular meet
next Saturday.
Saturday's trackmeet between Bow-
Join and Maine will begin at 2:00 p.m.
ith the running events.
Last week's 52-52 tie with Brown
was the first in the 30 year history of
Maine indoor track. Ton event of the
meet was the sensational mile per-
formance of Maine's Dan Rearick who
won in 4:21.5. only .07 off the 19 year
old fieldhouse record. Rearick also
ran a strong second to Brown's Tim
Sullivan in the Iwo mile. Sullivan was
clocked in 9:41.3.
The Maine Frosh remained unde-
feated in an easy 75-33 win over Deer-
ing High School. Freshmen won all
but two events, the mile and broad
jump. Again it was Terry Horne who
turned in the top performance of the
Jay with three weight victories.
Page I I.
Three tough games face Jack Butterfield's undefeated fresh-
man basketball team next week with Higgins Classical Institute
providing the opposition Saturday night. The annual fraternity and
non-fraternity all star games will be playei on Monday and Wednes-
day nights.
Higgins is not expected to cause the er. McKay, and Forkes round out the
frosh too much trouble. The Knights Phi Gam squad.
are led by two fine players, Lloyd Phi Mu Delta is another power-
Worster and Jerry Wright. the team's house hoop team which is expected to
top point getter from the center posi- show well against the fresh. Phi Mu.
lion. The freshmen defeated Higgins. 7-0 for the season, is led by Bob
72-59, in their encounter bit year. Arsenault. I.M.A.A. prexy and coach
The freshman feature game this for the non-fraternity all stars, and
week will be the annual battle with Bob MacHardy. the star on the power-
the Fraternity All Stars on Monday ful Westbrook teams of a few years
night. Last year found the fraternity back.
men on the short end of a 78-54 ver-
dict. This game which does not count
officially on the freshman records is
expected to be one of the toughe,t.
Phi Mu I ['defeated
Undefeated Phi Mu Delta of the
American Fraternity League, and
equally unbeaten Phi Gamma Delta of
the National Fraternity League will
alternate as the opposition for the
frosh. Both teams have many fine
players who have shown well in high
school ball or on one of the University
teams.
Phi Gam, s. inning ses en of
seven in the rugged fraternity
play this season, is led by Jack
Daigneault who starred at Fitch-
burg. Massachusetts. Other Phi
Gam pointgetters are Carlo
Cimino and Gary Priest.
Cimino. a strong rehountler. was an
outstanding star while at Cheverus
High School. Priest is a former state
foul shooting champion from Range-
ley. Russell. Thurston. Pelletier. Brun-
PCOMING EVENTS
Week of Feb. 20-27
Skiing: Sat., Feb. 22
U. of Maine Carnival at Orono
Track: Sat.. Feb. 22
Bowdoin at Maine
1 P.M.—Field House
Basketball: Sat.. Feb. 22
Higgins Classical at Me. Frosh
6:15—Memorial Gym
Rhode Island at Varsity
8:15—Memorial Gym
Basketball: Mon.. Feb. 24
Fraternity All Stars at Me. Frosh
6:15—Memorial Gym
Massachusetts at Varsity
8:15—Memorial Gym
Basketball: Wed.. Feb. 26
Non-Frat. All Stars at Me. Frosh
6:15—Memorial Gym
Colby at Varsity
8:15—Memorial Gym
Dick Smart is another top scor-
er. Other Phi Mu men to see
action will be Newhouse. Mar-
tin. Hoch. Fraser. Press in. and
Abbott.
Play Non-Fraternity
Wednesday, the frosh will tangle
with the Non-Fraternity All Stars.
This club features an abundance of
height along with depth and individual
exrerience. A lack of playing to-
gether will undoubtedly hurt. but
aririt and hustle should make up for
this deficiency.
Non-fraternity stars and their high
schools are Westbrook's Adam Leigh-
ton. Brunswick's Dave Baribeau. Fal-
mouth's Bob Brennan. Bangor's Dick
Leadbeatter. Oakland's Pete Bastow.
Rockland's Deane Deshon. Lisbon's
Richard Kinney. Waterville's Charles
Stubbert. and a member of last year's
state championship Old Town squad.
Chesley Littlefield.
Former Varsity Men Play
Former varsity men playing for this
team are Richard Smith and John
Whitmore. Others include Robert
Piper. Clyde Godding. Alvin Ahlers.
Gary Williams. and Larry Roberts
who have all shown ability during the
past intramural season.
The recent freshman victory over
UMP was a complete slaughter over
the Portlanders, 111-48. Don Sturgeon
turned in the best Frosh performance
of the year with 33 points, breaking
four records including the most points
scored by a freshman in one year and
in a single game.
Don also cracked the single game
and year long field goal records. Also
scoring in double figures for the frosh
were Bob Morin. Larry Schiner.
Wayne Champeon, and Joel Dens-
more.
UMP. which saw the frosh score
the first 17 points in the new series.
got good service from Dave Briggs and
Ron Caseldon who scored 18 and 10.
Maine Host To
Three N.E. Rivals
Within The Walls
The intramural basketball
leagues have reached the point
where the teams have either won
a playoff position, or are battlin
for a position in the playoffs,
scheduled to start Monday.
In the fraternity divisions the top 4
teams in each of the two leagues will
combine into a league of 8 teams
playing a round robin. The winner
will be declared Fraternity Champion.
In case of a tie for fourth place, the
team with the best defensive record
automatically wins fourth place.
In non-fraternity divisions the two
top teams in each of the four leagues
will combine to play a round robin
to determine the non-fraternity cham-
pion. This team will play the fra-
ternity champion for the campus
championship.
In the American fraternity
division these teams are battling
for the top four positions: Phi
Gam (7-0). Lambda Chi (5-2).
Kappa Sigma (6-1), Beta Theta
Pi (3-3), and Sig Ep (3-3). In
the National Fraternity division
Phi Mu leads the way (7-0) with
Sigma Chi (6-1), Phi Eta (5-2)
and Phi Kap (4-3) assured of
playoff positions.
Three of the four non-fraternity di-
visions were practically assured of
their top two teams as of last week.
In the red league. North Dorm 5
(4-1) and Still AC (3-1) are leading
the way. The white league. Dunn 4
(4-0) is leading with Off Campus 13-
I) and North Dorm 6 (3-1) battling
for the runner-up position.
The Blue league is dominated
by Dunn 3 (5-0) and the Cab-
ins (4-1). The best battle for
playoff positions is presently be-
ing fought in the Green League
with four teams competing for
playoff slots.
Three tough home games are
slated for Hal Woodbury's var-
sity cagers this week. Rhode
Island invades the campus to
battle the Bears Saturday night.
Massachusetts is here Monday
night, and Colby arrives Wednes-
day.
The Bears will find themselves in
the unfamiliar role of favorite against
the Rhode Islanders on Saturday night
This is because of the Maine victory
over Rhode Island on Feb. 1. 62-50.
Rhode Island's top threat is sopho-
more forward Tom Harrington who
szored 18 points against Maine. URI
coach. Ernie Calverley, also has re-
ceived strong service from Steve
Madreperla. 6-1: and football star Jim
Adams. 5-11. Willison, Garafalo. and
Brown round out the Rhode Island
starters.
Will Be Thriller
The battle with Massachusetts Mon-
day night should be a thriller. Massa-
chusetts. which lost to Maine 73-59
in their encounter earlier this month
at Amherst, is out to reverse the out-
come. UMass is in second place in the
conference. They count their loss to
Maine as the results of a hectic Winter
Carnival Weekend from which their
basketball team was unable to recover.
Their coach. Bob Curran. figures
that this time his boys will be ready
for the Bears. Curran's top men a.e
Ned Larkin. Bucky Adamczyk. and
co-captain Don Akerson. Paul Kol-
lios, the other co-capt., is a tremen-
dous floor man and defemive player.
Red Porter. 6-7. is the only big man
on the team but he is an extremely
good one.
Colby. leading in state series play.
has defeated Maine twice this season.
78-64 and 64-57. The Mules are as
strong as ever with Larry Cudmore.
Dick Campbell. Tony Ruvo. and Lloyd
Cohen paving the way.
Last year. Maine upset the Mules
in their last encounter at Orono.
Game time is 8:15 p.m.. Wednesday
night following the frosh-intramural
battle.
By Ron Drogin
Sports Editor
It has become evident during the past year that competitionfor Maine's freshman teams is way below par. This is especiallytrue for the frosh basketball and indoor track teams where theBaby Bears face high school teams far below their class. Thesehigh school teams may be the best in the state, but against our froshthey have been able to do nothing in way of providing able com-petition.
Actually there is plenty of good basketball competition avail-able in the state. I would propose a league of our frosh, Bowdoin'sfrosh, Bates JX.'s. U.M. of Portland, Maine Central Institute.Maine Maritime, Husson College. and the Colby Frosh.
A league such as this would definitely- aid all theteams involved and could be used for football and base-ball as well as basketball. I am (lead serious about thisleague. and I hope the right people think it a good idea.The freshman track team and the future of Maine varsity trackwould profit by having the frosh meet better opposition than Deer-ing. South Portland. and Portland. Bowdoin's fine freshman trackteam could easily be added to the frosh schedule, and I see littlereason why some of the college teams shouldn't allow their fresh-men to accompany the varsity to track meets.
Rear Jots
Ted Curtis's ski team faded in the second of a two day stateski meet to slide from first to second in the state meet last Saturdayat Colby.... "Sons" Lessard won the jumping, but difference layin downhill where Lang got fourth and Gaun:e 10th.
Figure on Bangor High and Portland High meetingin State L final although South Portland. Brewer. andCaribou might surprise.... Yankee Conf. hoop team-,to be stronger next year N. itli underclassmen leading allteams in scoring but at Maine.
Last week's track meet excellently handled, minimum of con-fusion as public address system kept fans well informed of pro-ceedings. . Dale Bessey showed outstanding endurance in run-ning 600. 1000. and 440 and doing fantastic times in each....
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University To Have Skating Rink
Between Beta And Sigma Nu
By PhiIlia Warren
Francis S. McGuire, director
of plant and facilities, replied this
week to the letter appearing in
last week's Campus concerning a
skating rink. Norman Cogswell
in his letter to the Campus sug-
gested that the Univresity should
provide a recreational skating
rink and a hockey rink for use
by University students.
In his reply to Cogswell. McGuire
said "... one of last year's Maine Day
projects consisted of clearing an area
located between College Avenue and
the Stillwater River, approximately
opposite Sigma Nu and Beta fraterni-
ties. This was done for the purpose of
relocating our skating rink when the
MOC pond disappears this year. The
area, as laid out last year. was big
enough for a regulation hockey rink
and a recreational skating area."
Cogswell suggested in his letter that
the athletic fields might be used for
skating facilities. McGuire gave 3
major reasons why it would be impos-
sible to use the athletic fields. In the
first place, the grass on the athletic
fields is carefully nurtured, being seed-
ed. irrigated and carefully mowed.
Should water be put on the grass
and frozen, it would undoubtedly kill
all the growth. Secondly, the ground
underneath the fields are honey-
combed with lateral drain tiles.
This drainage system is so con-
structed that it would be very difficult
to keep the water on top of the ground
even in freezing weather. Thirdly, all
the athletic fields are crowned, that is,
the center of the field is raised.
Much Water Needed
To flood a field such as this would
take more than a few inches of water
—it would be a matter of a foot or
two.
The athletic and recreation depart-
ments alone have never been able to
provide for expensive skating facilities
such as Cogswell mentioned in his
letter. McGuire said. It must be con-
sidered that not only must a skating
Three Fraternities
Fill Pledge Quotas
Of the more than 400 eligible
freshmen, 272 accepted bids
during the rushing period u hich
ended Monday. There were 378
vacancies within the fraternities.
Three houses compared with
only one last year filled their
pledge quotas. Alpha Gamma
Rho, Delta Tau Delta, and Sigma
Chi each bid the maximum num-
ber of freshmen.
Four other houses had nearly
filled their quotas as of Tuesday
afternoon. They were: Lambda
Chi Alpha, Phi Kappa Sigma,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon.
rink be maintained, but there is the
added expense of a warming hut and
a parking area.
Budget Provides Funds
McGuire went on to say that in the
new budget a small amount has been
set aside to provide for leveling, clear-
ing and maintaining the area.
It is hoped that the rink will be ready
to use next winter.
"Space" Is Theme
(Continued from Page One)
letic Field Saturday afternoon begin-
ning at 1:30.
Intramural and varsity jump-
ing will start at 2:30 p.m. Satur-
day across the river.
Bowdoin meets Maine in a track
meet Saturday afternoon at the Field
House. starting at 1 o'clock.
Rounding out the athletic events on
Saturday are basketball games be-
tween the Maine Freshmen and Hig-
gins at 6:15, and between Maine and
Rhode Island at 8:15.
Tickets Available
Tickets for the Carnival events cost
$.40 and will be on sale at the Library
Thursday and Friday. Tickets can
also be purchased through dormitory,
fraternity, and Intramural Athletic
Association representatives.
The snow sculptures. on the science
fiction theme, will be judged at 9 a.m.
Saturday.
All students participating in ski
events Friday afternoon may be ex-
cused from classes, but attendance
will be taken at the ski slope.
/
t cid etas
WHAT IS THE SETTLEMENT
IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT?
CAROL KREPON.
bARHARD
WHAT SOUND DOES A
BROKEN CLOCK MAKE?
eiggp ZgOC few
VINA KOMAANITSME.
CHATHAM COLLEGE
Sick Tick
MOVIE STARS can have the best of everything. The one above (Miss Va Va
Voom) drives a limousine so swanky it carries a sports car instead of a spare. Her
swimming pool's so large it has tides. When it comes to cigarettes, Miss Voom picks
(Surprise! Surprise!) Lucky Strike. Says she, "A Lucky is just as light as they come,
dahlings. Its divine taste comes from fine tobacco. . . and simply everyone knows it's
toasted to taste even better!" All of which makes her a Quotable Notable! Light up a
Lucky yourself. You'll say, "It's the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!" End quote.
Stuck for dough?
START STICKLING! MAKE $25
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print—
and for hundreds more that never get used!
So start Stickling—they're so easy you can
think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are
simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have
the same number of syllables.
(Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all
with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
WHAT IS THE SECOND VIOLIN IN A TRIO,
AMELIA Law. Middle Fiddle
CAL. LOLL Of ARTS I CRAFTS
LIGHT UP A light SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Product of cicZ dmvu:ean geacco-Cra --ggcro is our middle name'41. A Y (
Frosh Top List
Of Withdrawals
(Continued from Page One)
There have been no polic.
changes which would affect this
'ear's number of dismissals and
withdrawals.
Of the 1957 dismissals, five were
women and 98 men. Some 23 women
withdrew as opposed to 116 men. All
but one dismissal was for academic
reasons.
The most common reason for with-
drawl was academic. But 16 with-
drew because of finances, 13 because
of illness, and 9 to transfer to other
schools. Only one student admitted
the work was too difficult.
On a percentage basis, the Uni-
versity lost 6.6% of a total stu-
dent enrollment of 3,646. The
largest percentage came from
technology which lost 8.3% of
students enrolled, followed by
agriculture 7.5%, education
5.4%, and arts and sciences
5.0%.
Three-year nurses. two-year agri-
culturalists, special students, and grad-
uate students are not included in
totals.
Hauck Won't Run
(Continued from Page One)
and serious consideration I have
decided not to become a candi-
date for nomination for the of-
fice of Governor in the June 16th
Republican primary. I wish to
extend my sincere appreciation
to all who have expressed interest
in my possible candidacy.
"I have no definite plans for
the future except that Mrs. Hauck
and I plan to lease in a few days
for a vacation of several weeks.
We shall return to Orono for a
brief period to take care of per-
sonal matters."
Dr. and Mrs. Hauck will leave
the campus today for a Florida
acation. They will return about
March 20.
Classified
TWO 2-ROOM APARTMENTS—
unfurnished, at the Scott apartments,
corner of Center and Brunswick
Streets, Old Town.
Call Mr. B. W. Spencer. 38 North
Main St.. Old Town, Tel. 75471. be-
tween 9-5 weekdays.
"BUY IT IN ORONO • - -
BUY IT AT BURPEE'S"
F. T. BURPEE
4RDWARE
Eastern and Northern
Maine's Most Modern
Self-Service Hardware
Store
5 Mill St. Orono
UNIV. of MAINE
Class Rings
The only truly accepted
Class—Fraternity or Sorority
Contemporary Ring
Agent: Bob Barton,
Union Bldg., Mon. 2-5
Sold by: A. J. Goldsmith
Old Town
GUARANTEED-4-6 wk. del.
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